Abstract-Space-Time Trellis Code (STTC) can achieve both the diversity and coding gains. To maximize the advantages of STTC, two design criteria for slow Rayleigh fading channels will be used: i.e. the rank and determinant criteria. This paper focuses on the determinant criteria, which involves the evaluation of the generator matrix G. Evaluation is improved by pruning the search process earlier, which is made possible by estimating the initial upper bound prior to the search. In order to reduce the search complexity, the initial upper bound will be calculated at the minimal cycle. Comparatively, it can reduce the search space by 25.8%.
INTRODUCTION
Data rate and transmission reliability are two most vital factors in the communication system. The need to provide reliable high data rate and low transmission error over the wireless channel has led to the development of efficient modulation and coding schemes.
However, there are limitations to this scheme. The wireless channel suffers from time-varying impairments like multi-path fading, interference and noise. Therefore, the STTC technique has been proposed to combat this problem.
Due to the advantages STTC has, compared to other spacetime coded systems, it is widely used in wireless communications [1, 2] . The concept was introduced by Tarokh which are used for slow Rayleigh fading channels [3] . In STTC, generator matrix G determines the quality of the transmission. It uses a set of codes which can be achieved through combinations of coefficients. However, due to the high number of transmit antennas with high modulation indices, it increases the search time for the code. For example, 4-PSK codes with 2 transmit antennas and 4 states have 8 coefficients in the generator matrix G. This implies having 4(2(2+2)), which is equivalent to 65536 combinations for the generator matrix G. If the number of transmit antenna is increased to 4, the result will be a few billion combinations of the generator matrix! So, using the state diagrams in finding the optimal generator matrix G is not a practical alternative [4 -7] .
In order to overcome this problem, STTC must be developed using a good design criteria. A carefully designed STTC can achieve a full diversity gain and coding gain [3 -7] . To maximize both advantages of STTC, we used two design criteria for slow Rayleigh fading channels which is the rank and determinant criteria (RDC) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The rank criterion is used for achieving maximum diversity gain which aims to maximize the minimum rank r of the matrix A for all pairs of distinct code words. Meanwhile, the determinant criterion is for maximizing coding gain which aims to maximize the minimum determinant of the matrix A along the pairs of distinct code words. The value of the minimum determinant defines the coding gain. The higher the value of the minimum determinant, the better the coding gain will become.
Several techniques have been proposed to improve the performance of generator matrix G performance. The first technique is by Fukuda which is based on the determinant criterion [8] . The method focuses on transmit diversity to alleviate the effect of fading and achieve high date transmission rate without adding extra bandwidth and power consumption. The method uses Pairwise Error Probability (PEP) to minimize the fixed rate of signal to noise ratio (SNR). It also uses reducing rule which stated that when obtaining a minimum determinant as a candidate, it can eliminate all nodes whose determinants are not less than the candidate. By using this method, it has reduced the search time in generator matrix G.
The second technique is Lisya tree structure which is based on the Upper Bound Approximation method [4 -6] . It represents problem using tree structure and branch and bound (B&B) method for the search that initialises the upper bound at infinity. At every complete cycle, such that path that ends with zero, the minimum determinant is evaluated. If the value is lower than the upper bound, a replacement occurs. If not, the upper bound is maintained. Afterwards, pruning is performed at every node (such that regardless whether it is within a complete cycle or not) whose minimum determinant is higher than the upper bound. Pruning mechanism depends on the value of the minimum determinant at each node generation that provides a tighter upper bound which is quite desirable. Tighter bound simply means that the minimum determinant is of a lower value. A lower value is tighter because it enables more pruning to be employed on the searching process. Consequently, it cuts down the computational effort required.
Based on the evaluation on both techniques, this paper proposed new techniques to find the determinant criterion using upper bound approximation (UBA). The first section explains briefly regarding the solution domain which is Constraint Satisfaction Programming (CSP). The algorithm used in CSP is B&B. In the next section, related work regarding upper bound is being explained. Then, it will go into details regarding the research which consists of initial upper bound and minimal cycle method.
II. BRANCH AND BOUND (B & B)
Solving NP-hard discrete optimization problems requires an immense amount of search time. One of the popular methods used is the branch and bound algorithm (B&B) as shown in Figure 1 . B&B algorithm provides the best solution for a given problem by searching through all possible solutions [9] . However, explicit enumeration is normally impossible due to the exponentially increasing number of potential alternatives. This limitation is overcome by introducing the lower and upper bound approximations techniques. The bounds can help to optimize search by benchmarking the value of the current best solution. This enables the algorithm to search for parts of the solution implicitly [10] .
The method starts by tackling the root problem first which consider the original problem with the complete feasible set. B&B rely on two subroutines that efficiently compute a lower and an upper bound on the optimal value over a given set. The upper bound can be found by choosing any point in the region, or by using a local optimization method [15] . Meanwhile, lower bound can be found from maximum cardinality search, contraction degeneracy and tree decomposition techniques [11, 12] .
Afterwards, B&B will then partition the feasible set to compare the lower and upper bounds for each. If the bounds match, then an optimal solution has been found and the procedure terminates. Otherwise, the feasible set is again divided. The algorithm is applied recursively to the subproblems. If an optimal solution is found, it is a feasible solution to the full problem and can be used to prune the rest of the tree. The steps are repeated until all nodes have been solved or pruned or until some specified threshold is met [13, 16, 17] .
III. RELATED WORK
As mentioned before, the upper bound approximation (UBA) plays a vital role in B&B algorithm. Many UBA methods have been proposed to improve the efficiency of the search time. This includes the Max-SAT approximations and maximum clique problem. The first method is the weighted Max-SAT approximations. Max-SAT is an optimisation variant of the classical Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT) [18] . In the weighted Max-SAT problem, each clause is associated with a non-negative weight and the goal is to find an assignment that maximizes the aggregate weight of satisfied clauses. This is done by simplifying a given instance, and then tightening the approximation. To simplify the instance, the structure will be relaxed until it is tractable for exact algorithms. Then, the relaxation process is being compensated by introducing the auxiliary weights. Afterwards, the over relaxed constraints will be iterated by compensating for them one-by-one.
The second method is the Maximum clique. Its main objective is to find any possible solution in an undirected graph by applying bounds to limit the search space [14] . Consider an undirected graph denoted G = (V, E) where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. A clique is a subset V of vertices in a graph G such that for every two vertices in G, there exists an edge connecting the two.
The maximum clique problem consists in finding a clique of G with the largest vertices. This is overcome by using approximate colouring algorithm which is the vertex-colouring method (VCM) to find the tightest upper bounds. It is done by assigning colours to vertices so that no two adjacent vertices of a graph G are coloured with the same colour. The number of colours is the upper bound to the size of the maximum clique in graph G. The upper bounds that are found close to the root of the recursion tree are the tightest and the most computationally demanding upper bounds, while on subsequent levels, where the majority of the search takes place, more relaxed and less computationally expensive bounds are being used.
Based on the two methods, approximation algorithms are able to solve large and hard Maximum clique problems, but cannot guarantee the optimality of their solutions [19] . In other words, the result of upper bound gained from this method may not be accurate. Based on the limitations on both techniques, "Minimal cycle method" has been proposed to achieve a more precise upper bound result.
IV. INITIAL UPPER BOUND ESTIMATION
The proposed algorithm is an improvement to the Fukuda algorithm [8] . The limitation of the Fukuda algorithm is due to the fact that it does not utilize an initial upper bound. This implies that pruning cannot be performed immediately. It requires a certain portion of the search space to be traversed before pruning can take place. Consider a hypothetical tree generated by the Fukuda algorithm (Figure 1) where each node represents a state and each path denotes the state transition. The Fukuda algorithm performs the search via breadthfirst-search (BFS) [6, 8] . This implies that the tree is traversed layer by layer. Although the minimum determinant is calculated at each node of the tree, the value would only be considered for an update at a complete cycle. A complete cycle is a path that begins and ends with zero (0  X 1  .. X N  0) as proposed by PEP [6, 8] . For instance, 0  2  1  0 from the tree is considered to be a complete cycle.
Given the nature of the Fukuda algorithm, the first value of the upper bound that is vital for pruning would be computed only when a complete cycle is encountered during the search. As such, all the part of the search that comes before this cannot be pruned. This can accumulate significantly when the algorithm proceeds layer by layer. Therefore, if the initial upper bound is found within the complete cycle 0  2  1  0, state paths that occur before this complete cycle, such as 031 cannot be considered for pruning.
V. MINIMAL CYCLE METHOD (MCM)
To alleviate the limitation of the Fukuda algorithm, the Minimal Cycle Method (MCM) is proposed. The MCM exploits the idea of the complete cycle to enable optimization. Unlike the Fukuda algorithm that finds the initial upper bound during the search, MCM does so before the search process commences. This way, pruning is not delayed and can transpire immediately during the search. Simplistically, the minimal cycle is the shortest form of a complete cycle. The minimal cycle can consists of a set that includes all possible variation derived from the total number of states for a generator matrix G. In effect if the generator matrix G involves a 4 state transition, then there would be a total of 3 possible minimal cycles. They are 0  1 0, 0  2  0 and 0  3 0. The minimal cycle that contains cyclic state transition is omitted because it is naturally trivial. In this case, 0  0  0 is not considered as a minimal cycle. A complete cycle can either be of length three of length four. There are three possible cases of minimum determinant found at the minimal cycle. It can either result to an invalid value, any value less than equals to zero, or a value larger than zero. Only the minimum determinant with a value that is larger than zero is considered a valid candidate for the initial upper bound. Since the minimal cycle is not unique i.e., with more than one possibility, there might be more than one candidate for the initial bound. Here, the candidate with the positive lowest value is taken as the initial upper bound. Figure 3 shows where the minimum determinant and minimal cycle is found.
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Fig. 3. Minimal cycle and minimum determinant in a tree
It must be reminded that the MCM does not alter the essence of the Fukuda algorithm. In other words, it does not interfere with the searching process of the algorithm. Improvement is achieved by providing an initial upper bound to the algorithm before the search starts. MCM does this by inspecting the minimal cycles and then finding the initial upper bound. The initial upper bound is then passed to the Fukuda algorithm and the search will proceed as stipulated. To illustrate MCM, observe the illustration above (Fig. 4) . The Fukuda algorithm attempts to evaluate the generator matrix G [3 1 2 3; 2 2 3 1]. Before it begins the search, MCM intervenes by probing the minimal cycles. The first minimal cycle (0  1  0) results to a minimum determinant with the value of 20 and the second one (0  2  0) computes to 20 as well. This value is taken as the initial upper bound for the Fukuda algorithm. Fukuda approach is to evaluate the quality of generator matrix G. As an improvement to the current algorithm, the initial upper bound is being calculated prior to the search using minimal cycle.
The MCM may not work all the time. This happens when no minimum determinant with values larger than zero is found within the minimal cycle. Here, the method is abandoned completely and the Fukuda algorithm remains unchanged. It must be reminded however that no significant complexity would be added to the Fukuda algorithm should MCM falter. In other words, the method will not worsen the performance of the Fukuda algorithm even when it fails. This will be shown in the next section.
VI.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimentation is performed by evaluating all the possible variation of a generator matrix G with four states. The optimal generator matrix G found when MCM is employed is similar to the Fukuda algorithm. This implies that the search quality is retained because the approach does not alter the optimality. It would only optimize the sequence of search which ultimately reduces the search space to be explored. Another positive aspect of MCM is its consistency with the Fukuda algorithm. It does not deter the quality of Fukuda algorithm. The improved algorithm is shown in Fig. 5 and the results are shown in Fig. 6 and Table 1 and 2. let tree.Node be the tree generated for generator matrix G Survey agent explores all minimal cycle simultaneously Solution agent searches tree where best minimal cycle occurs. Table 1 The node reductions in calculating the minimum determinants.
For Fukuda to find the optimal node of minimum determinant 48, total tree size or total search space is 2240056. Meanwhile, using MCM would only consume 1662040. This results to a total reduction of 655360 nodes which is equivalent to a 25.8% reduction. Referring to Table 2 indicating the performance of MCM method, it improves Fukuda method by 100% frequency. Most of the time, MCM will succeed with the average of 25.56%. Meanwhile, the maximum percentage that MCM can help Fukuda is 56.76%. For worst case is only 8.82%.
Table 2
MCM performance over Fukuda   Fig. 6 illustrates the reduction distribution of MCM over Fukuda method. MCM improves Fukuda method 30% of the time and decrease the search space time to half which is equivalent to 50.51%. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes an improved algorithm to find the minimal determinant of generator matrix G using upper bound approximation technique with the combination of branch and bound algorithm. The proposed algorithm increase efficiency due to the changes in the process that computes upper bound first to determine which nodes that needs to be pruned. Fukuda searches for minimum determinant without initial upper bound (IUB). Current approach improves Fukuda by calculating IUB prior to the search using MC. This can improve search space complexity by 25.8%. Hence, calculating IUB via MC does improve the performance. 
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